Dear SIT Members,

The year proceeds quickly and the early registration for the 61st RRS Annual Meeting in Weston, FL, is already open. By now, the tentative schedule for the SIT workshop has continuously taken shape and it is our great pleasure that several excellent speakers from multiple disciplines will participate. The topic of this year’s workshop is ‘Advances in Clinical Approaches to Cancer Therapy’, which includes novel types of radiation like proton therapy, alternative fractionation schedules but also new kinds of targeted drugs.

Additionally, there will again be the possibility to learn more about successful grant writing in our Grantsmanship Workshop (speakers: Professor David Gius, Northwestern University and Professor James Larner, University of Virginia).

Finally, this year we will be adding a fun new element to the SIT workshop: a Karaoke contest! We will hold 2 contests, one on Saturday, September 19th, immediately following the Welcome Reception and another on Monday, September 21st at 10 PM. Both will be held in the Society Lounge at the Bonaventure Resort. Please click here for more information.

Thanks to all who sent us nominations for the ‘Excellence in Mentoring Award’. We got several nomination letters and the final result will be announced within the next months.

We are also always happy to promote your science in the newsletter. Therefore we would appreciate it very much if you give us notice of any SIT publication you know of.

I’m looking very much forward to meeting you all at the RRS meeting in September.

All the best

Iris Eke MD, PhD, SIT Committee Member
Suggested informative material for the workshop


Paganetti H, “Range uncertainties in Proton Therapy”, 2013 AAPM Annual Meeting (Video)


Recent SIT publications


Upcoming professional meetings and courses

International Congress of Radiation Research (ICRR)
Kyoto, Japan; May 25-29, 2015

Abstract submission: closed
Exclusive RRS Member Registration: No Longer Available
More information
57th Annual American Association of Physicists in Medicine (AAPM) Meeting
Anaheim, CA; July 12-15, 2015

Abstract submission: closed
Registration: open
More information

61st Annual Radiation Research Society Meeting
Weston, FL; Sept. 19-22, 2015

Late Breaking Abstract submission: open
Submission Site
Registration: open
More information

The European Cancer Congress 2015
Vienna, Austria; Sept. 25-29, 2015

Abstract submission: closed
Registration: open
More information

American Society for Radiation Oncology Annual Meeting
Oct. 18-21, 2015

Abstract submission: closed
More information
Do you know of any upcoming professional meetings? Please let us know, email details to pblack@wakehealth.edu

**Career opportunities**

**Multiple Faculty Positions**, Biophysics / Biomedical Engineering / Biochemistry, Heriot Watt University, Edinburgh, Scotland: [More information](#)

**Assistant Professor, Radiation Physics**, East Carolina University, USA: [More information](#)

For more jobs see [academicjobs.org](http://academicjobs.org) and [biocareers.com](http://biocareers.com)

**SIT Committee Contact Details**

SIT Committee: [sit@radres.org](mailto:sit@radres.org)

Paul Black, PhD, *Physics/Chemistry* (Chair): pblack@wakehealth.edu

Thomas Friedrich, PhD, *Physics* (Vice-Chair): t.friedrich@gsi.de

Iris Eke, MD, *Medicine*: Iris.Eke@gmail.com

Olivia Kelada, MSc, *Physics/Biology*: okelada@gmail.com

Reza Taleei, PhD, *Physics*: rtleei@mdanderson.org

Balázs G. Madas, PhD, *Physics*: balazs.madas@energia.mta.hu

Mary-Keara Boss, DVM., *Medicine*: mboss@ncsu.edu

Adeola Makinde, PhD, *Biology*: adeola.makinde@gmail.com

Cristian Fernandez-Palomo, MSc, *Biology*: fernancg@mcmaster.ca

Pavel Bláha, MS, *Biology*: pavel.blahax@gmail.com

Yuan-Hao (Chris) Lee, PhD, *Biology/Physics*, LEEY4@LiveMail.uthscsa.edu

Russell Rockne, PhD, *Biology / Physics*, rockne@coh.org